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Celebrate National Nurses Week!
^ ,OOK INSIDE FOR THE SPECIAL PULL OUT SECTION HONORING
TODAYS NURSES FOR THEIR MANY CONTRIBUTIONS ^

‘Kathleen,
you are my
Little Nurse’

Let’s Celebrate…4
Million Reasons

-Dad-

Nurses Week to Be Celebrated May 6-12
"Y *ANE .ELSON #!%
/.! #%/

Kathleen Gray, RN is the Oncology Case Manager at the Oklahoma City Indian Clinic.
Kathleen is there for the patients through each step of cancer and is a big comfort to
all.
BY 6ICKIE *ENKINS 3TAFF 7RITER

The Oklahoma City Indian Clinic
was established in 1974 and is a
nonprofit organization that provides a
wide variety of behavioral health and
pharmacy related services primarily for
Native Americans.
Kathleen Gray, RN has been a nurse
for over twenty-two years.
She is
the Oncology Case Manager at the
Oklahoma City Indian Clinic. She was
also the first American Indian Nurse

Nurses need to celebrate!
May 6 – 12th is the week that
is designated to recognize
and celebrate the work Nurses
do every day, 24/7. We hope
you will begin the week off
wearing your “RN pin” on
May 6th in honor of RN
Recognition Day and finish
the week celebrating Florence
Nightingale’s birthday on May
12th.
This year’s theme is 4
Million Reasons to Celebrate,
giving a nod to the sheer
numbers of nurses that enrich
the world we live in.
I ONA Executive Director Jane
realize that there is much Nelson.
to do in the way of safe
staffing, patient safety, workplace violence. However, it is
important to look back and see what has been accomplished
and enjoy it. Let’s take a minute, step back and think about
what you do have to celebrate, consider the following:
∑ Let’s celebrate nurses’ commitment to addressing
many public health challenges to transform health care to
focus on health and wellness, in addition to illness care.

Navigator in Oklahoma. She is the only
nurse that works in Oncology at the
OKC Indian Clinic. “I go through the
whole cancer process with the patient;
From the minute they come in to have
tests done, to hearing the news, good or
bad, to being with them through to the
∑ Let’s celebrate nurses’ commitment to delivering culturally
end. If they need medications or going competent care and increasing diversity and inclusion in
through radiation treatments to chemo, I nursing.
am here for them and I know that I
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∑ Let’s celebrate nurses’ groundbreaking work as researchers,
executives, educators and innovators
on national and global initiatives.
∑ Let’s
celebrate
nurses’
influence in shaping health policy
decisions that ensure all Americans
have access to high-quality, affordable
health care coverage.
∑ Let’s celebrate nurses’ role
as a trusted advocate to ensure
that individuals, families, groups,
communities, and populations receive
quality patient care and services.
∑ Let’s celebrate nurses’ voice on
important issues like immunization,
health behaviors, natural disaster
preparedness, education, and violence
prevention.
∑ Let’s
celebrate
nurses’
leadership in their organizations, on
boards of directors and as elected
officials at the local, state and federal
levels.
∑ Let’s celebrate nurses’ stories
of
strength,
resilience
and
determination while navigating an
ever-changing and complex health

/KLAHOMAS .URSING 4IMES

care landscape.
∑ Let’s celebrate nurses’ ranking
as the professionals with the highest
honesty and ethical standards for
the last 17 consecutive years. These
results underscore the deep trust
that the public has in nurses.
So this week as you celebrate
Nurses Week consider how you
can make a difference in your life
and in the life of your patients.
Let ONA know how we can help
you and other nurses advocate for
change. ONA works to advocate
for nurses, the profession and your
patients, but we need to hear from
you to know your needs first hand.
Let’s Celebrate Nurses Week!
About ONA’s Chief Executive
Officer—Jane Nelson, CAE was named
the CEO of the Oklahoma Nurses
Association in March 2002. She has
more than 30 years of association
management and marketing experience
with a variety of organizations. She
holds a bachelor’s degree from Purdue
University and a master’s degree from
Michigan State University.
Nelson is a member of the American
Society of Association Executives and
the Oklahoma Society of Association
Executives.
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1976 Triumph
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Brenda Cole

2010 Dodge
Nitro Heat
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your first
car?

The Veraden
Senior Living
Edmond

2008 Chevy
Cobalt

1997 Chevy
Camaro

Brittney Duncan

Tycha Pullen
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am a big comfort to them in so
many ways,” she commented.
Born in Oklahoma, Kathleen
went to school at Rose State
College. Her first job as a nurse
was at OU Trauma Center. “I
couldn’t believe that was my first
job as a new nurse. There were
so many critical things going on.
We would listen to the news
about a shooting, etc. and the
next thing we knew, we were
working on that patient. I liked
the unexpected, never knowing
who or what we would see. I am
so glad that I was at OU Trauma
Center because it was definitely a
learning hospital. I didn’t realize
at the time, that job prepared
me for my job in Oncology. I
look back now and think to
myself, how did I manage all
of the chaos and that trauma?”
Kathleen laughed.
Kathleen told me why she
likes working at the Indian
Clinic. “My mother is full blood
Muskogee Creek Indian and my
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dad was Caucasian. Since I am
half Creek Indian, I can relate to
the patients and they can relate
to me. They trust me.”
“When I was a little girl, if
my dad got a splinter, I would
help him take care of it. My
dad always said, Kathleen, you
are my little nurse.”
Asking
Kathleen what she wanted to be
when she was little, she said, a
nurse. “I loved playing with dolls
and taking care of them. Believe
it or not, I actually tore apart
the dolls, doing my version of
surgery, only to put them back
together with tape, glue and
Band-Aids. My younger brother
had a Stretch Armstrong and as
he stretched it out as far as it
would go, I grabbed my scissors
and cut it right in two. I just
had to find out what was on
the inside and how did Stretch
Armstrong stretch that way? I’m
sorry to say, good ole Stretch
Armstrong did not survive. It’s
really funny how l was so into
dolls. Literally.”
Asking Kathleen to describe
herself she said, “I like to take

care of people. I love adventure
and I am not afraid to try new
things,” she replied.
What qualities make a good
nurse? “A nurse has to be
compassionate and be able to
multi-task.
They need to be
sensitive to their patients’ feelings
and expect the unexpected,”
Kathleen said.
“The biggest challenge for me
is explaining to the patient that
they have some kind of cancer
and telling them how to take
care of themselves; a lot of them
don’t fully understand how to
follow the steps to getting better
or not showing up for their
appointment. Sometimes, it can
be such a struggle,” she said.
Kathleen is married to her
wonderful husband, John and
they have two sons; Tyler - thirty
and his wife Kelly, and son
Elliott who is twenty-four. They
also have two
grandchildren,
Kyson - ten
and Ava -three.
Their
fourlegged family
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friends consist of a Chinese Pug
named Luther, a Rottweiler, Roxy,
a terrier named Bella and a cat
that goes by the name Wahoo.
When not working at the
Oklahoma City Indian Clinic or
spending time with her family,
Kathleen likes to garden. “I
love to plant flowers, watching
them blossom from nothing into
something beautiful. With me
working in oncology, I see a
lot of death. I feel like if I
plant something it is my way of
showing new life beginning,” she
said with a smile.
Kathleen’s favorite Bible verse
is: Because you have so little
faith. Truly I tell you, if you have
faith as small as a mustard seed,
you can say to this mountain,
‘Move from here to there,’ and
it will move. Nothing will be
impossible for you.
Matthew
17:20 NIV
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SPECIAL TO OKLAHOMA’S NURSING
Surprising, Practical and
Significant Rewards of Earning
Master’s Degree in Nursing
"Y +ATHLEEN /'RADY 7INSTON 0H$ 2. #OLLEGE OF .URSING $EAN AT 5NIVERSITY OF 0HOENIX

Obtaining an Associate Degree
in Nursing (ADN) or Baccalaureate
of Science in Nursing (BSN) is the
pre-licensure pathway to becoming
a Registered Nurse (RN). This
is the required academic path
for entering into the Nursing
profession. Earning a Master’s in
Nursing (MSN) leads to many
new paths and opportunities.
An MSN prepares practicing
Registered Nurses (RN) for
advanced practice by developing
skills
and
knowledge
in
specialized areas of nursing.
The nurse’s scope of practice
expands with increased autonomy
and expanded practice roles. The
healthcare delivery arena broadens
beyond acute care hospitals
and other traditional healthcare
settings. The MSN contributes to
the financial, social, emotional
and professional worth of the
individual. The experience will
both challenge and change you.
Some practical and significant
rewards associated with the MSN
include:
Employment options increase.
With an MSN degree, a wide
variety of career opportunities
become available. A nurse can
specialize in a particular area
or take a leadership role. If
you being the boss and leading
others is appealing, than strongly
consider earning a master’s in
nursing. MSN programs teach
the advanced clinical skills and
management strategies that can
help an individual supervise
employees.
Master’s degree prepared
nurses will lead nursing teams
manage departments and may
become part of the hospital’s
executive team. Many MSN degree

holders choose to become nurse
educators. Nurse educator’s work
in nursing schools, universities,
hospitals, and vocational schools.
The shortage of Nurse Educators
is increasing with the average
age for Nurse Educators being
approximately 50. A Nurse
Educator will directly influence
how professional nursing is
practiced in the future as they
direct and guide the pre-licensure
education of future RN’s. These
individuals mentor others who
are just beginning their nursing
career. As a Nurse Educator there
is an opportunity to positively
influence an entire generation of
novice nurses.
A MSN who prefers to advance
their clinical practice opportunities
will be able to consider Certified
Nurse Midwifery, or Nurse
Anesthetist. In these, and other
clinical specialties, the nurse
works closely with medical
physicians to serve women’s health
needs or administer anesthesia
for surgical patients. Many MSN
programs offer specialized tracks
that prepare students to apply
their advanced skills to psychiatric
nurse practitioner, acute care
nurse practitioner, or family nurse
practitioner. Job opportunities
for Master’s educated nurses
are expanding rapidly with
an expected increase for MSN
graduates to exceed 30% by
2026.
A flexible and extended
career. RN’s who hold MSN
degrees rank among the most
experienced nurses in their
workplace, they can enjoy more
flexibility at work than most
RNs or LPNs. MSN practice
settings might resemble non-

traditional settings that operate
during regular business hours.
The MSN often is able to perform
their job remotely, during shifts
that are more convenient and
with the freedom to determine
the workday schedule. With
greater flexibility and greater
responsibility associated with an
MSN, there is also an opportunity
to extend the life of the nursing
career as RN’s perform the
less physical tasks without the
advanced education who will
be charged with less physically
demanding job duties.
Professional Respect and
Networks increase. With a
graduate degree, more earning
power, greater job flexibility and
opportunity comes added respect
from colleagues, other healthcare
professionals and peers. Nurses
are among the most trusted of
professionals in the nation and
that trust and admiration extends
and expands as the nurse extends
and expands his/her educational
and professional career. Master’s
programs in nursing help students
establish valuable relationships
with other nurses and professors.
The connections and relationships
established during graduate school
can lead to a new job, identify an
interesting new field, or help to
discern a doctoral program.
Lifelong
Learning.
The
Master’s degree often becomes
the gateway to the Ph.D. in
nursing or a Doctor of Nursing
Practice (DNP) to further expand
career opportunities or achieve
new personal goals. Returning
to school can seem daunting,
but there are strategies that can
minimize the fear. Typically, the
MSN is a two-year program of

Kathleen O’Grady Winston, PhD,
RN.

study but there are accelerated
options to explore. Prospective
students might consider online
programs, or take advantage
of bridge programs that help
students go directly from the prelicensure program into a graduate
program. Future graduate students
should explore programs with
affordable tuition options as
well as the employer tuition
assistance.
Make a difference. Often
nurses enter the profession
to make a difference in the
lives of others. While financial
compensation, flexibility and job
variety are impressive advantages,
most nurses find fulfillment in
their ability to influence healthcare
and affect the lives of individuals,
families
and
communities.
Expanding knowledge through
advanced education will serve as
inspiration to others including
others in the profession. The
personal
fulfillment
and
professional
satisfaction
that
accompanies the MSN is not
measured in the salary increase
or multiple job choices but rather
in the sense of accomplishment
and improved self-esteem.
Kathleen O’Grady Winston, PhD,
RN is the College of Nursing Dean
at University of Phoenix. She is an
accomplished nurse clinician, educator
and academic Dean.
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Saving the day
Heartland
stands tall
Being there when it matters the most has always
been a rule in the Davis household.
From nurses to firefighters, Devin Davis saw it all
around him growing up.
It’s no wonder the family business revolves around
keeping those front line professionals on the front lines
when it matters the most.
Davis is a driving force behind Heartland CPR, a
business his mother and father began more than 15
years ago.
The Davis family has built Heartland CPR into a
successful business that revolves around providing life- Devin Davis and his family help nurses stay on the floor with their flexible certification
saving skills in a fun, friendly environment.
courses.
Heartland CPR offers courses in CPR, AED,
First Aid, Basic Life Support (BLS) for Healthcare Providers, Advanced
Cardiovascular Life Support (ACLS), Pediatric Advanced Life Support (PALS)
as well the addition of Pet First Aid + CPR.
Flexibility and customer service drive Heartland.
Devin’s mother, Ginger, coordinates with individual travel nurses and
travel nursing agencies who appreciate that Heartland provides training
in multiple disciplines in a single weekend. Heartland even partners with
nearly hotels to offer discount accommodations to out-of-town overnight
customers.
But that’s what Heartland specializes in, getting medical professionals
the training and documentation they need when they need it.
One in-demand course is the S.T.A.T. program which stands for
Sequentially Timed Accelerated Training. Nurses can renew the entire BLS,
ACLS and PALS certification suite in a weekend.
Despite the demand, classes are limited to 10 people each.
It’s a Heartland tenet to ensure the quality of the training and the
ability for students to ask questions and truly grasp the material.
To keep up, Heartland simply adds more classes. And the company’s
ability to deliver training wherever the client needs it has made Heartland
a nurse favorite.
From doctors to dental assistants to oil field companies, Heartland can
put together a training package that fits the need.
Heartland has also become a leading supplier of AED equipment to local
businesses, covering both training and equipment sales.
Devin dove deep into the family business, understanding the why as
well as the how behind life-saving skills.
Not only did he enjoy teaching, he enjoyed what he was teaching.
“I like to make sure people understand the science behind it,” Davis said
of the CPR classes he teaches. “You’d be shocked at how many people who
don’t understand – especially ones first going into EMT or nursing school
– the basic principles of CPR and what we’re actually doing. They know
how to do it, they just don’t know we’re trying to fill that heart up with
blood and pump that oxygenated blood into the brain and then back down
to the heart.” Along the way he’s learned how to reach students that range
from 18 to 80-year-olds.
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Team
building
SSM focuses on
relationships
For more than 25 years now the healthcare
industry has celebrated National Nurses Week.
Cakes, cookies, water bottles, pens - swag in
all shapes, sizes and colors are routinely given
out to nurses as small tokens of appreciation.
But for SSM Health St. Anthony Nurse
Manager Jessie Lekites, BSN, RN, she wanted to
go deeper while planning the health system’s
recognition events this year.
The week will begin with a traditional
blessing of the hands.
Nurse Manager Jessie Lekites, BSN, RN, has helped coordinate a weeklong celebration for SSM
“We’re really trying to reach as many of our St. Anthony nurses.
nurses personally at their place of work, at their
campus to really insure everyone is involved,” Lekites said. “It will myself, the housekeeper, the nurses, the tech that they are all there
be a renewal of our purpose and the spirit of what we do.”
with the same purpose and there’s no other patient in the hospital
Lekites explained the system’s professional nurse practice model but them.
includes five elements of “I am an SSM Nurse.”
“Everyone is willing to give that extra bit. No one is clocking
* I am accountable * I am a partner * I am an advocate * I am a out and leaving one behind. I think when you have that with the
professional * I am a leader.
nursing staff it resonates straight to the patients.
“Typically in the past we’ve had one day we devoted to whether
They feel that and it’s tangible.”
it’s appreciating them with gifts, cookies or snacks … this year we
She points to the system’s nurse residency program that walks
decided that we would make it the entire week and do an event nurses through their first year as a success.
every day.
The residency puts new nurses in touch with resources they can
“We really wanted to keep our emphasis on appreciating our turn to and lets the know they are supported.
nurses every day of the week.”
“That really gives them a sense of safety. There are people they
Lekites explained nurses will still be treated throughout the can talk to other than just their manager. It’s an extensive network
week - from pet therapy to popcorn - but the theme is more about of people they can go to for support and help,” Lekites said. “I
celebrating and fostering deeper relationships.
think more so now in the generations coming up it’s not just let
“I think what we do every day is more than just a job like me do my job it’s give me feedback and tell me how I’m doing.
going to an office,” she said. “I think we’ve seen in the press There’s a lot more give and take and constructive criticism.
and media nurses are doing more things, taking on bigger roles
“We try to be extremely inclusive in giving new nurses the
in healthcare. They’re putting themselves in harm’s way more than opportunity to be on the unit based councils, make those decisions
ever.
and guide where the process is going and have a hand in it.”
“I think it’s important this year we really recognize just the
That translates into something nurses can feel.
daily tasks are not what they used to be. The gravity of what we
“I think we do amazingly well,” she said “I’ve worked here for
do is so big.”
15 years and I’ve seen the same faces. And the new ones who’ve
When she’s not planning National Nurses Weeks, Lekites is the come in the last five. The nurse techs I have on my floor when I
nurse manager of two medical surgical units. She’s been with St. opened the med surg unit I’m on now two and a half years ago
Anthony since 2005.
I’m helping them find a floor that fits them.
The vision for Lekites is a simple one.
“Once you know someone is doing the right thing the right way
“The culture I want is I want our patients to feel safe and I and they’re good for your organization you find a spot whether
want our patients to feel every person on that floor whether it’s it’s with you or not.”
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A nursing treasure
Uniform Shoppe still the best

For 57 years, no one in Oklahoma has helped nurses look their
best better than The Uniform Shoppe in Oklahoma City and Tulsa.
Since 1962, The Uniform Shoppe has been a family affair.
Albert and Jodi Weise began the Uniform Shoppe in Tulsa in
1962.
They traversed the Oklahoma highways and backroads bringing
comfortable, affordable quality to nurses at their facilities.
Riding in the back seat was daughter, Jodi.
She learned the business from the best and now co-owns and
manages the Tulsa location.
While the styles on the rack may change, little else has changed
about this Oklahoma gem.
The Tulsa location moved around the corner to 6044 S. Sheridan
Road a while back but the Oklahoma City store is still located at
10503 N. May Avenue.
Odds are you’ll see many of the same staff members when you
visit again.
“The staff are knowledgeable, experienced and they care about
the company,” Jodi said.
In a day of being able to order everything online nothing
compares to the touch and feel of what you’re buying. And being
able to ask questions and get advice from someone who knows the
business.
“We have competitive pricing, too,” Weise explained. “And we’re
their patients and we can’t get their services online.”
The Uniform Shoppe has hands-down always had the largest
stock of scrubs for nurses, health care workers, daycare workers every profession that requires durable-yet-professional attire while
working with people.
Service has always been the focus.

The Uniform Shoppe represents most
manufacturers while offering quality
at the best price possible. It also
offers personalized services such as
monogramming and logos.
Hospital logos can be applied at
customer request
Hand steaming is also offered and, if
needed, staff will go to a worksite to fit
an entire group.
The Uniform Shoppe also caters to a
number of offices and keeps records of
all customers they work with in order to
know what their uniform program is at
any time for them.
Nurses today want to look fashionable
in ready-to-wear uniforms that are
functional, Weise said. They combine
fashion with function and fabric.
“They want comfort and then they
want style. Those are the two most
important things. Really, price just comes
down to the end when they’re looking
for something that’s going to last and
feel comfortable,” Weise said. “When they
feel good about themselves and they look
good, they perform better on the job.”
White is still worn during nursing
school graduations. However, the only
white that is prevalent today is on lab

coats, she said.
People are wearing solid colors, fun prints
and styles inspired by your favorite medical TV
shows.
The Uniform Shoppe continues to evolve
into a better company for their customers. Jodi
and her mom, Elaine, attended the Uniform
University in Dallas to network with the
uniform industry around the U.S.
They bring that knowledge back to the
communities they serve.
“We want our community to appreciate the
fact that we are a local business and are trying
to provide a service as well as a product they
need,” Jodi said. “We want to keep our dollars
in Oklahoma so our businesses and tax dollars
will go to work for us.”
Jodi said she feels fortunate that customers
come to both stores. She loves seeing them again
and working with them to help fill their next
need.
“We love the communication and rapport
that we’ve established with a lot of our
customers that are repeat customers,” Jody said.
New people are always coming into the
nursing field, and the Weise family is proud
to provide them with a good experience. They
appreciate everyone who walks through their
doors.
It’s something you can feel when you walk
in the door. And that comfort lasts during your
shift.
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LifeSpring nurses leading the way

T

HERES LITTLE DOUBT THE BULK
OF HEALTH CARE DELIVERY IS
RAPIDLY MOVING OUT OF THE
HOSPITAL AND INTO THE HOME
7ITH  YEARS IN NURSING +AREN
6AHLBERG "3. 2. KNOWS NURSES
WILL ONCE AGAIN BE CALLED ON TO
PROVIDE THAT CARE NO MATTER WHERE
ITS NEEDED
4HATS WHY THE #%/ OF
,IFE3PRING (OME #ARE IS FOCUSED
ON ENSURING HER NURSES ARE FULlLLED
IN ORDER TO FULlLL THE NEEDS OF THEIR
CLIENTS
,IFE3PRING IS A FAITH BASED
COMPANY WITH PRIMARY VALUES
h7E BELIEVE BOTH IN THE 'OLDEN
2ULE TREATING OTHERS AS YOU WOULD
LIKE TO BE TREATED AND ALSO HAVING A
LEARNING CULTURE A CULTURE OF GROWTH
AND EDUCATION v 6AHLBERG SAID h&OR
THAT REASON ) THINK WE STAND OUT
AMONGST MANY OTHER EMPLOYERSv
"EING NURSE OWNED KEEPS THE
FOCUSED SQUARELY ON THE PATIENT
AND THEIR FAMILIES !ND IT ALLOWS
6AHLBERG TO MENTOR HER NURSES AND
MAKE SURE THEY ARE BEING SERVED AS
WELL
h7E ARE HERE TO SERVE v SHE SAID
h7ERE HERE TO SERVE OUR STAFF WHO
SERVE OUR PATIENTS ) DO BELIEVE IF
YOU TAKE CARE OF YOUR STAFF THEY WILL
TAKE CARE OF YOUR PATIENTSv
,IFE3PRING HAS SERVED THE
COMMUNITY FOR  YEARS ALL THE
WHILE OWNED BY 6AHLBERG
h7E BELIEVE THAT HEALTH CARE
WILL CONTINUE TO MOVE AWAY FROM
THE FOUR WALLS OF THE HOSPITAL AND
INTO THE COMMUNITY v 6AHLBERG SAID
h4HAT MEANS THERE WILL BE MORE
PEOPLE AND MORE DEMAND 7ERE
ALSO THE LEAST EXPENSIVE SETTING OF
CARE SO THATS APPROPRIATE IN A WORLD
WHERE WE ARE TRYING TO CONTROL

LifeSpring CEO Karen Vahlberg, BSN, RN, certified home care administrator, and her nursing leadership are ready
for today’s changing health care environment.

“We are here to serve,” she said. “We’re here
to serve our staff who serve our patients. I do
believe if you take care of your staff they will
take care of your patients.”
- Karen Vahlberg, BSN, RN
HEALTH CARE COSTS 7ITH SO MUCH
'$0 GOING TO HEALTH CARE ITS ONLY
NATURAL HOME BASED CARE WILL BE
MORE DESIRABLE BOTH TO PAYORS AND
THOSE WHO RECEIVE THE CAREv
!CCORDING TO THE #ENTERS FOR
-EDICARE AND -EDICAID 3ERVICES
53 HEALTH CARE SPENDING INCREASED
 PERCENT TO REACH  TRILLION OR
  PER PERSON IN  (EALTH
CARE SPENDING GROWTH IN  WAS
SIMILAR TO AVERAGE GROWTH FROM
 TO  WHICH PRECEDED THE
FASTER GROWTH EXPERIENCED DURING
THE   PERIOD THAT WAS MARKED
BY INSURANCE COVERAGE EXPANSION
AND HIGH RATES OF GROWTH IN RETAIL
PRESCRIPTION DRUG SPENDING
6AHLBERG STARTED HER HOME
HEALTH CAREER AS A NURSE IN THE lELD

3HE UNDERSTANDS THE CHALLENGES
4HE PAPERWORK AND WINDSHIELD
TIME CAN ADD UP "UT THE UNHURRIED
TIME SPENT WITH ONE PATIENT AT A
TIME IN THEIR HOME CAN BE THE MOST
FULlLLING OF A NURSES CAREER
h3OMETIMES THOSE CAN BE
CHALLENGING FOR NURSES AND YET )
BELIEVE HOME HEALTH AND HOSPICE
CARE ARE SOME OF THE PUREST FORMS
OF NURSING v SHE SAID h)N NURSING
SCHOOL WE SPENT OUR TIME DEVELOPING
CARE PLANS AND TRYING TO DETERMINE
WHAT ARE THE THINGS TO DO FOR OUR
PATIENTS 4HATS ABSOLUTELY WHAT YOU
DO IN HOME HEALTH AND HOSPICEv
)NSTEAD OF OPERATING UNDER A
GENERIC ORDER SET CREATED BY A
COMMITTEE OF PHYSICIANS NURSES IN
THE HOME ARE ABLE TO USE THE SKILLS

THEYVE LEARNED AND CREATE TAILORED
PLANS FOR EACH CLIENT
)TS A HOLISTIC APPROACH DESIGNED
TO KEEP THAT PATIENT LIVING SAFELY
IN THEIR HOME AS OPPOSED TO JUST
GETTING THEM OFF A HOSPITAL UNIT
.URSING IN THE HOME ALSO MEANS
THERES CONTROL OVER A NURSES
SCHEDULE WITH LARGELY DAY TIME
WORK
h&OR NURSES WHO ARE ORGANIZED
AND LIKE TO CONTROL THEIR LIVES
HOME HEALTH AND HOSPICE ARE GOOD
PLACES TO GO v 6AHLBERG SAID h7HAT
HOOKED ME ON HOME HEALTH FROM
THE VERY lRST DAY WAS THIS WAS WHERE
MY PATIENT WANTED TO BE 7E SEE
THE REAL CHALLENGES THEY FACE WITH
THEIR HEALTHv
4HATS ONE REASON 6AHLBERGS
NURSES STAY WITH HER SO LONG
(ER HOME HEALTH CHIEF CLINICAL
OFlCER IS CLOSING IN ON  YEARS
WITH THE COMPANY (ER HOSPICE
AND PERSONAL SERVICES CHIEF CLINICAL
OFlCER HAS SPENT THE LAST SIX YEARS
WITH ,IFE3PRING
7ITH THE FOCUS ON BOTH NURSE
AND PATIENT ,IFE3PRING IS READY FOR
THE CHANGING FACE OF HEALTH CARE NO
MATTER WHAT DIRECTION IT TAKES

#ELEBRATING .ATIONAL .URSES 7EEK 
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